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search for coal, (he plans for borings for oil and the prepara-
tion lor a port. Hence, also, the live ship-loads of town
from Archangel and Vladivostok.
It was proposed to end the research work by January ist,
1937, and then to open the first mine. Boring for oil would
probably not have begun before March, 19^7. It was hoped,
however, to have begun the coal mining before then,
for the eoal was needed for the town itself. During 19^6,
about six hundred people eame to Nordvyk. A large number
of them settled in the district round Koshevnikov Bay,
some remained on the Peninsula of Unmg Tumus, some
went; higher up to Sinclasko Bay in the estuary of the
Khatanga, and about forty began work on drawing the
coal and hewing the timber on the river Kotui. In addition
the organization has certain secondary tasks the develop-
ment of fisheries and trapping, the capture of wild reindeer,
the development of cattle rearing and vegetable planting.
According to plan, Lavrov told me, Nordvyk will produce
150,000 tons of salt in 1938* Two tons were all they had got
out by the time I got there in August, 193(5. But this was
mined with most primitive methods. 1 leavy equipment was
only just on the way. With 150,000 tons of salt one may
preserve quite a few million barrels full of salmon and
sturgeon. From that point of view it; sounded riot at all
unreasonable to build a town even under the very difficult
conditions of the Arctic. How far Nordvyk's oil will be
usable for ships and aeroplanes will only be proved when
the first year's boring is over. They will still, have to find out
whether they can build refineries on the spot. But the chief
idea is, of course.., that there should be an independent fuel
base on the Northern Sea Route. Once the boats can take
only so much oil as will take them to Nordvyk from Vladi-
vostok or Murmansk, knowing that they will find sufficient
fuel half-way through their journey, their cargo capacity
will be almost doubled. The big ice-breakers in Soviet
service are all of pre-War make and burn coal which they
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